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Abst rac t - -A  criterion of exact controllability using the resolvent of the state space operator 
is given for linear control system in Hilbert space. Only surjectivity of the semigroup operators 
is assumed. This condition is necessary for exact controllability, so the criterion is quite general. 
Relations between exact controllability and complete stabilizability are specified. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We are concerned with systems described by equation 
5: = Ax  + Bu,  (1) 
where x and u lie in Hilbert spaces X and U, respectively. A and B are linear operators. B is 
bounded and A is the infinitesimal generator of a C0-semigroup of bounded operators S(t) ,  t > O. 
The function u is square integrable in the sense of Bochner. The mild solution of the system (1) 
is given by 
x (t, xo, u) = S(t )xo + S(t  - r )Bu( r )  dr. (2) 
DEFINITION 1.1. The system (1) is said to be exactly controllable i f  there exists a t ime T such 
that for all Xo, Xl E X and for some control u(t),  we have x (T )  = x(T ,  xo, u) : x l .  
It is well known (see [1-3]) that  a necessary and sufficient condit ion of exact control labil ity is
given by 
fo r > ~rlLxll = (3) [IS*S*(r)xll 2 dr 
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for some 5 T • 0 and for all x E X. This means that the operator KT defined by 
// KTx = S(T)BB*S* (T)X dT (4) 
is a uniformly positive definite operator and then invertible, i.e., KT 1 is defined on X and 
bounded. 
If the operator A is bounded, then this condition is equivalent to [4]: 
3kEN,  such that Im[B  AB ... AkB]=X.  (5) 
This condition was used in [5] for a construction of the steering control functions which differs 
fl'om the construction of [4]. 
When the operator A is unbounded, the situation is much more complicated. Korobov and 
Sklyar [6] gave a generalization of the criterion (5) for the case of an unbounded operator A which 
is the generator of a group. 
In this paper (Section 2), we extend this result for a semigroup of surjective operators. The 
surjectivity of the operators S(t), t > 0 is a necessary condition for exact controllability [7,8]. 
In Section 3, we consider the relation between the exact controllability and complete stabi- 
lizability, i.e., exponential stabilizability with arbitrary decay rate. We give an extension of 
Zabczyk's result on the relation between exact controllability and complete stabilizability [9] (see 
also [10, p. 229]). 
Let wo(A) stand for the scalar given by 
wo(A) = lim in HS(t)l] 
t--~0 t 
Then for all w > wo(A), there exists M~ such that IIS(t)ll < M~e ~t. If w0(A) = -~,  then w c 11~ 
may be chosen arbitrarily. 
2. EXACT CONTROLLABIL ITY  
Note that the criterion (5) gives exact controllability for arbitrary time T. This condition is 
too strong for the case of unbounded operator. The criterion (4) depends explicitly on time T 
which is a priori unknown. However, from this criterion, we can give a necessary and sufficient 
condition where the time T does not appear. 
In all the paper, the real scalar A is assumed to be positive and A > ~0(A). 
The operator K(A) given by 
// K(A)z = e-2atS(t)BB*S*(t)x dt, x ~ X, 
is well defined and is called the extended controllability gramian (see [2]). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The system (1) is exactly controllable if and only if the operator K()~) is 
invertible. 
PROOF. Note that the exact controllability of the system (1) is equivalent to the exact control- 
lability of the system (see, for instance, [2]) 
5~ = (A - .kI)x + Bu, 
which is characterized by the condition 
fo T ]le-~tB*S*(t)xH 2 dt > e-~T ST(A)llxll2. (7) 
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Suppose that  K(A) is invertible. As it is a nonnegative operator, then for some ~(/~) > 0, 
</~(h)x, > _ ~(h)llxllL where <., .} denote the inner product in X. Then, 
fo > 
On the other hand, for w such that  A > co > Coo(A), one has 
liBII M~ e-2(,x-~o)ZlixN2 e -2~ I IB*S*(t )x i l  2 dt <_ -2-(-2--~ 
Then for some @(h)  > 0 we have (7). 
Conversely, if the system (1) is exactly controllable, then for some T > 0, the operator 
KT(h)x = e-2XtS(t)BB*S*(t)zdt, x E X 
is a uniformly positive definite operator, and then the same holds for the operator K(A) since 
<K(A)x, x) > (KT(A)x, x). Hence, K(A) is invertible, l 
The property of exact controllability means there exists a time T for which each state Xl is 
reachable from each state x0. We may also consider the exact controllability when the time 
T(xo,x l )  depends 'on x0 and Xl. However, as it was pointed out by Rolewicz (see [11]), there 
exists a universal t ime T of exact controllability. 
From the criterion of exact controllability, one can also show that a necessary condition for 
exact controllability is that  the operators S(t) are onto (see also [7,8]). Indeed, we have 
/0 K(h) = e-2atS(t)BB*S*(t) dt+ e-2atS(t)BB*S*(t) it. 
For exact controllability the last operator, say K~(A), must be onto for some e > 0. But 
/0 K,(A) = S(e) e-2X(t+~)S(t)BB*S*(t + e) dt 
and this means that  S(e) must be surjective. The surjectivity of S(e) implies the surjectivity 
of S(t) for all t (see [8]). 
The following result is a consequence of Lemma 4.1.24 in [2] (a similar result may be found 
in [12] for the case of a group S(t)). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. For all x E I?(A*), we have K(,~)x c ©(A) and 
(A - h I )K(h)x  + K(A) (A* - h i )  x = -BB*x .  (s) 
Let Rx = (A - h i ) -1  be the resolvent of A and T~ = ARx = I + ARx. As in [6], we have the 
following statement. 
COROLLARY 2.3. The operator K(A) may be written as 
K(A) = 2AR2~BB*R~ + T2~K(A)T~. (9) 
PROOF. From (S), we get (A - 2hI)K(h)x + K(A)(A* - 2hI )x  + 2hK(h)x  = -BB*x  for all 
x E D(A*). Then for all y e X,  we have R~y E :D(A*) and 
(A - 2AI )K(A)R~y + K(A)y + 2AK(A)R~y = -BB*R~y.  
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This gives the operator equality 
2AK(A)R~ + 2AR2~K(A) + 4A2R2~K(A)R~ =-2AR~BB*  R2~.* 
Replacing 2AR2A by T2A - I in the left-hand side of this equality then completes the proof. 
From Corollary 2.3, we can obtain the following expansion for K(A): 
r t - -1  
K(A) = 2A E R2~T2~BB*T~R~ + T~K(A)T~.  
k=0 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose that S(t) t >_ O, are surjeetive, then for all x ~ X,  we have 
lira T~x = 0, 
and then 
(10) 
(3O 
k * *k  * K(~)z = 2~ ~ R2~T~BB T~ R2~x. (11) 
k=0 
PROOF. The proof is similar to the proof given in [6,12] for the operator A(A + AI) -1, where 
A is the infinitesimal generator of a group of linear operators. Here we use the equivalent norm 
Ilxl[0 = v/(Ko(A)x, x>, K0(A) = e-2~ts(t)S*(t) dt. 
The operator K0(A) being uniformly positive definite since S(t) is assumed to be surjective. 
From (9), with B = I,  we have 
(Ko(A)x,x) = (2AR2~R~x,x} + {T2xK(A)T~x,x} = 2A IiR~xiI 2 + I]T~II2o . (12) 
Then, for the given norm, IiT2xxIIo < IixIIo, for x • o, i.e., T2~ is a completely nonunitary 
contraction (see [13]). On the other hand, a direct computation yields that the spectrum of T2~ 
is given by 
As A > w0 _> ~#,  where ~# is the real part of p, one can easily verify that ~1 = ~(T2~) O {a E 
C : I a] = 1} = {1}. The measure of al is 0. Then, by a theorem of Cz.-Nagy and Foia~ (see [13, 
Proposition II.6.7]), we have 
lira T~'~ x = 0, lira T~ x = O, V x C X. 
~t ---* OO 7~--~OO 
From this and (10), we get (11). II 
Let 12(U) be the Hilbert space of all sequences {Uk, k = 0, 1, . . .  }, with Uk C U such that 
~°_0  [[uki] 2 < oo. Consider the operator CA(A, B) defined by 
oo  
C,x(A,B)w = ER2,~T~,Buk, w = {uk ,  k = 0 ,1  . . . .  } .  
k=O 
It is easy to see that C~(A,B) is bounded, and from (11), that K(A) = 2AC~(A,B)C~(A,B) .  
This yields the following statement. 
THEOREM 2.5. The system (i) is exactly controllable if and only i[ C~(A, B) is surjective, i.e., 
iff, for a11 x E X there exists a square summable sequence {ui, i = O, 1,. . .  } such that 
R2~Buo + R2~T2~BUl + ... + R2~T~Buk + . . . .  x. 
PROOF. The operator C~(A, B) is surjective if and only if for some constant c and for all x E X, 
we have tIC~(A, B)xtl 2 >_ cllxll 2. This is equivalent to 
(K(A)x, z) >_ 2Acllzll 2, 
which means that K(A) is uniformly positive definite and therefore invertible. It 
For the case of a bounded operator, the theorem gives the criterion (5). The proof is given 
in [6,12]. 
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3. COMPLETE STABIL IZABIL ITY  
We first give a precise definition of the complete stabilizability. 
DEFINITION 3.1. The system (1) is said to be completely stabilizable if for a11 a~ • R there exists 
a linear bounded operator F : X --4 U and a constant M > 0 such that the semigroup generated 
by A + BF,  say SF(t), verifies 
IISMt)II _< Me ~°t, for t >_ O. 
Exact controllability implies complete stabilizability (see [10]). The converse was established 
[9,10] for a group. Our result holds for surjective semigroup, with a minimal assumption. 
If S(t) are surjective, then for all t _> 0, for 5t = inf{a(S(t)S*(t)), t >_ 0} and for all x • X, 
we have 
I IS*(t)z l l  2 > 5~llxll 2. 
We make the following assumption. 
ASSUMPTION A. There exists a > -oo  such that 
inf{ln-/St,- t>0} =a.  
THEOREM 3.2. I f  the system (1) is completely stabilizable and S(t) is a semigroup of surjective 
operators atisfying Assumption A, then the system is exactly controllable. 
PROOF. Suppose that the system is completely stabilizable. Then for arbitrary cJ C 1R, there 
exists M > 0 and F such that 
ilS;-(t)xll _< Me ~t, 
for all x, Ilxll = 1. The semigroup S~.(t) may be expressed by (see, for example, [1]): 
/0' S)(t )x  = S*(t)x + S*(t - T)F*B*S*(T)xdT, x • X. 
This gives 
And then, 
~0 tI IS*(t)x l l  - I IS*(t - T)F*B*S*(r)xII dr < I l S ) ( t )x l l  _< M& 't. 
t 1/2 t 1/2 
HS*(')x"- (J l  [[S*(t-T)F*']2 dr)  ( fo '[B*S*(r)x[[2 dr)  <_ ,,S~(t)x[, <_Me ~t. 
Assume by contradiction that the system is not exactly controllable, then for all t > O, for all 
c > O, there exists x, ][x[[ = 1, such that 
Hence, 
fo ~ IIB*S*(r)xll 2 dr  < c. 
IIS*(t)xll ~ Me ~t. 
Since S(t) is surjective and by Assumption A, we get 
e (~/2>' _< ~ <_ I IS*(t)xl l  <_ Me ~', 
which is impossible since w E N is arbitrary. This completes the proof. | 
REMARK. Assumption A is not very restrictive. However, it is not clear if this condition is 
necessary. 
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4. CONCLUSION 
The results  g iven in th is  paper  are qui te  general  in the case of  a bounded contro l  operator  B.  
The  case of  an unbounded control  operator ,  which inc lude some systems descr ibed by part ia l  
d i f ferent ia l  equat ion  w i th  boundary  control ,  is now under  study. 
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